
MOMENTUM 
COMMITMENT 
CARD

You may think your gift doesn’t matter when compared to our total 
goal for Momentum. You’re wrong! Every gift matters to God. It’s not 
about the amount, but what that amount means to you. (Mark 12:41-44) 
Use this table to see how your monthly gift adds up over two years!  

TWO YEAR MOMENTUM GOAL: 6.8 M

MONTHLY 
GIFT OF

OVER 24 
MONTHS EQUALS

$10 $240
$20
$30
$40
$50
$60

$480
$720

$1,200
$960

$1,440
$70 $1,680
$80 $1,920
$90 $2,160
$100 $2,400
$125 $3,000
$150 $3,600
$200 $4,800
$250 $6,000
$300 $7,200
$350 $8,400
$400 $9,600
$500 $12,000
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MY/OUR TWO YEAR MOMENTUM COMMITMENT
Please calculate within the worksheet below.

$

What I/We normally give in one year:
(primary fund, missions, special gifts, etc.)

My/Our expanded annual generosity for 
Momentum

X2 YEARS =

$
+

My/Our gift(s) from stored resources:
(real estate, stocks, savings etc.)

$

MY/ OUR TWO YEAR MOMENTUM COMMITMENT:

MY/OUR CONTACT INFORMATION

NAMES:

ADDRESS:

CITY: ST: ZIP:

PHONE:

EMAIL:

MOMENTUM is a two-year generosity initiative that will 
help us come together and provide resources so we are able 
to accomplish God’s vision that He has for our future. We are 
calling on the Grace Community Church Family to invest in 
unprecedented ways to see God work powerfully here in our 
community, in our corridor and our world.

=

IN OUR CORRIDOR
More than a thousand people move into the North Liberty area every 
year and that number will only increase over time. The second service 
is maxed out both in terms of seating and parking. It’s not uncommon 
to watch a person drive through the parking lot only to leave because 
there is no space. We plan to build a facility that matches the size of our 
calling in the Corridor. We need to move on this to make space or risk 
limiting our kingdom impact.  

IN OUR COMMUNITY

us be effective in ful  lling the Great Commission. This happens 
through both large group, smaller groups and everything in-between.  
This work occurs both on and off campus and results in effective 
impact with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Grace Community’s mission is to be a church of disciples who make 
disciples. By giving to our primary ministry, you will continue to help 
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IN OUR WORLD
Our existing vision and outreach already have a huge impact on the 
Corridor and the world. In addition to our stateside reach, we have 
key  ield staff placed around the globe. We’re called to continue to 
foster strategic involvement and kingdom impact. We aspire to send 
additional personnel in the future and facilitate better engagement for 
greater effectiveness.  
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We encourage you to bring this card with you on Commitment Sunday, Oct. 28. If you 
cannot make it that weekend bring your card to the church building or mail it in. Your 
total commitment can be changed at any time by calling the church off ce.i


